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Australia has long been a space faring nation - being the seventh

nation to launch a satellite and with this event, just the third nation

to launch from its own territory. This year, on 1 July, we added

further to our proud space history with the establishment of the

Australian Space Agency.

The Australian Space Agency is responsible for whole-of-

government coordination of civil space matters, and is the primary

source of advice to government on civil space policy. The Space

Agency will drive further innovation across the economy; and will

complement our defence exports strategy.



Space is democratising - and the barriers to accessing space are

tumbling as the sector is disrupted by technology that is far

cheaper to build, launch and maintain. There has been a large

uptick in the number of states that have become space-faring

nations - seeking the same societal and economic benefits the

established space players have enjoyed almost exclusively.

Of course - just like in terrestrial domains - increased activity

poses considerable challenges to the finite resources of the

spectrum and the available orbital slots.

And more activity unfortunately means more space debris. This

will increase the costs for commercial and civil activities in space,

principally through more collision avoidance manoeuvres that, in

turn, reduce the operating lifespan of satellites. Space debris also

makes managing orbital traffic more challenging.

All of this change is occurring under an international framework of

treaties that was built in a very different technological and strategic

environment. Today, space nations grapple with the question of

whether our existing framework is adequate, especially as space

security considerations evolve.

Russia and China have, for many years, promoted a draft treaty on

the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space.



Russia also promotes the No First Placement initiative, where

countries pledge not to be the first to place weapons in space.

While Australia is in favour of the prevention of an arms race in

outer space, we do not support either of these initiatives. Both

would provide limited comfort and could have counterproductive

consequences by allowing unfettered development of terrestrial

and dual-use counter-space systems.

And there are two fundamental issues with both ofthese proposals.

First, the proposed definition of a space weapon is unworkable. It

fails to address the problem ofterrestrial, dual-use threats, as well

as the stockpiling of deployable weapons.

Second, they fail to provide a verification mechanism to determine

whether weapons have been, or have been developed to be placed

in space. Any manoeuvrable space object is a potential weapon.

It is these problems ofverification and dual-use capability that

make credible arms control in outer space such a challenge.

Ostensibly, civilian satellites can disguise malign purposes.

Our view is that our efforts are better focussed on limiting bad

behaviour in space.



While we acknowledge work towards possible legally binding

instruments, we see greater practical utility in first codifying and

reinforcing good behaviour through transparency and confidence

building measures and normative principles. This was recognised

in the 2013 report of the UN Group ofGovernmental Experts on

space, which recommended states work together on TCBMs and

build norms of responsible behaviour in space. The report was

agreed by consensus and provides a framework for space safety,

security and sustainability that can be used immediately on a

voluntary basis.

The value ofTCBMs is clear: they provide pragmatic, voluntary

actions through which governments can address challenges and

share information with the aim of creating mutual understanding

and reducing tensions. Over time, states develop habits, patterns

and norms of international behaviour.

Australia is committed to a rules-based global order, which extends

to space. We want to work with other nations on challenges and

initiatives to ensure the long-term sustainability, safety and

security of the outer space domain.

We will continue our collaborative work, examining the existing

legal framework for outer space, and working out how it can best

function for current and future needs.
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